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Campsites: 62 - 73
Campsites: 29 - 61
Campsites: 74 - 98
Campsites: 129 - 163

Campground Hosts

Sites 1 - 28
Rv and trailer
Sites 29 - 61
Rv and trailer
Sites 62 - 73
Tent and walk-in
Sites 74 - 98
Tent, rv, and trailer
Sites 99 - 127
Tent, rv, and trailer
Sites 128 - 163
Rv, trailer, and tent
Sites 164 - 192
Tent
Sites 193 - 218
Rv, trailer, and tent
A - E
Group sites

Restrooms
Pay phone
Hiking trail
Fee station
Campground registration booth
Tent sites
Rv and trailer sites
Shuttle stop

To Muir Grove
To Generals Highway
Buds Creek
Cabin Creek
Amphitheater and trailhead parking
Sites 164 - 192

Sites 128 - 163

Sites 99 - 127

Sites 74 - 98

Sites 29 - 61

Sites 1 - 28
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